Fig. 4-11 is an example of a duet phrase begun with an eastern male type II initiator. The first two calls in this sequence are both produced by males and appear to be used most often for the purpose of synchronizing duets with pair-mates. The call order of this phrase is A A B/A B/A B/A and the calls are as follows: M0B M21E SPS01BE/ KWP20BE SPS2E/SPS21B W7E/ GR23BE.

Fig. 4-12 is an example of a duet phrase begun with a western male type II initiator. The first two calls in this sequence are both produced by males and appear to be used most frequently for the purpose of synchronizing duets with pair-mates. The call order of this phrase is: HRP26AW M20CW SPS01BFW/ HRP24W HRP1AW/ HRP21EW.